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**INTRODUCTION**

Oxidation and reduction are opposite but reciprocal ubiquitous reactions that take part to most of biological processes in any organisms, from viruses to humans, including plants (1). In the course of such “redox” reactions one or more reducing equivalent units – where a reducing equivalent unit is an electron, alone or bound to a proton as hydrogen atom – are transferred from a chemical species, i. e. the reducing species, to another chemical species, i. e. the oxidising species (1). The transfer of a couple of reducing equivalents (more simply hereinafter referred to as “electrons”) is related to energy metabolism being: i) the oxidation linked to the catabolism and to ATP production, and ii) the reduction bound to the anabolism and to ATP expenditure (2). The transfer of an electron alone is related to the metabolism of the so-called reactive species that are involved in the pathophysiology of stress i. e. the global response of a living organism to internal/environmental demands or pressures (stressors) (3). In Humans stress initiates the so-called “fight or flight” response, a complex reaction that involve neurological, endocrine and immune systems, through the production of specific mediators like ACTH, cortisol and adrenaline (4). At molecular level stress response implies also the production of reactive species which main role is to mediate the cell response to endogenous and/or exogenous physical, chemical and biological stressors through a fine-tuning of cell signalling/transduction and inflammatory/immune/toxic responses (5). After acting reactive species – that are conceptually analogous to hormones or other molecular messengers – are inactivated by the so-called antioxidant system which main role is not to fight such species but rather “to modulate” their actions and to avoid their unwanted side effects (6). By this way reactive species play a relevant role in cell homeostasis and survival, according to the modern concept of “oxidative eu-stress”, where the
prefix “eu” means “good” or “physiological” (7, 8). Therefore any disturbance of one-electron transfer reactions can lead to the improper oxidation of target molecules (including lipids, proteins and nucleic acids) and hence to the “oxidative di-stress” or “oxidative stress” as such, an emerging health risk factor that is related to early aging and at least one hundred different diseases (9).

Oxidative stress may play a key role in Aesthetics. Indeed the combined effects of physical agents (e.g. ultra-violet radiations), chemicals (e.g. drugs and xenobiotics) and biological factors (e.g. viruses, bacteria, toxins), often together with abnormal lifestyle (e.g. cigarette smoke, overweight, inadequate exercise, psycho-emotional stress) may enhance the generation of reactive species thus impairing – depending on genetic conditioning – the function and the structure of superficial organs, mainly the skin and its annexes, like hairs and nails, as well as all subcutaneous layers.

In particular, skin, as the largest human body organ, provides a major interface between the body and environment and is constantly exposed to an array of chemical and physical exogenous pollutants. In addition, a large number of dietary contaminants and drugs can manifest their toxicity in skin. These environmental toxicants and/or their metabolites are inherent oxidants and/or directly or indirectly drive the production of ROS. The subsequent cumulative oxidative damage incurred throughout lifetime was suggested to be related to classical “esthetic” disorders such as wrinkling, sagging and actinic lentigo (11). Moreover reactive species may activate proliferative and cell survival signalling that can alter apoptotic pathways thus leading finally to photoaging, photosensitivity diseases and some types of malignancy (12). On the other hand many of the above factors responsible of skin diseases may affect also subcutaneous layers where the so-called extracellular matrix (ECM) which plays a crucial role in the modulation of metabolic fluxes and molecular signalling between microcirculatory system and tissues, takes place (13). Evidence suggests that oxidative stress induces endothelial dysfunction and impairs the physiological balance between metalloproteinases and their inhibitors thus favouring the demolition of ECM (13). One of the most troubling consequence of these processes is the so-called “cellulite” that was shown to improve after antioxidant supplementation (14).

Therefore, any strategy aimed to prevent or slow-down aesthetic disorders should consider the specific impact of the oxidative stress. A deeper basic knowledge of such phenomena is of prominent interest for both Clinicians and Surgeons who are daily involved in Aesthetics practice in order to improve the success of their treatments in terms of efficacy and tolerability as well as of quality of life. In line with such statements this Editorial will revisit redox processes from biochemistry to clinical practice in order to provide to clinicians, surgeons and dermatologists a key to approach this new field of Biology and to transfer it in the daily professional activity.

**OXIDATION AND REDUCTION. BASIC PRINCIPLES.**

The oxidation and its reciprocal reaction i.e. the reduction (REDOX reaction) imply the transfer/exchange of one or more (for the purposes this review a couple) of entities that are called “reducing equivalent units”. In turn a reducing equivalent unit is defined as one electron alone or bound to a proton (the nucleus of the common element Hydrogen) as hydrogen...
atom (one nuclear proton plus such extra-nuclear electron); however in the common language a reducing equivalent unit is practically an electron or a hydrogen atom (15) (Figure 1).

By simplifying the concept (that is more complex due to the possibility to transfer multiple electrons), in a classical redox reaction a “chemical oxidant/oxidising species” extracts one or a couple of reducing equivalent units from a “chemical reductant/reducing species”. Because this reaction the chemical oxidant species becomes reduced while the chemical reductant species becomes oxidised. The concept of oxidation and reduction is not absolute but relative because a chemical species can work either as oxidant against a reducing species or as reducing against an oxidant species the direction of the redox reaction being established on the basis of the so-called reducing potential (as measured in mV, compared to the hydrogen that is assumed as reference); this latter drives the electron flow (i.e. the transfer of equivalent reducing units alone or in couple) from the chemical species showing the higher potential (i.e. more negative) to the chemical species showing the lower potential (i.e. more positive), respectively. The translation of a redox reaction into an equation where one or more reagents (lefts side) are transformed to one or more products (right side) allows to identify two couples of oxidising–reducing species by following the changes of the so-called “oxidation number” i.e. the difference between the sum of nuclear protons and the sum of extra-nuclear electrons: such number shifts against “negative” values for the oxidant species and against “positive” values for the reducing species, due to the acquisition

FIGURE 1. General schema of an oxidation-reduction (REDOX) reaction. In a REDOX reaction reducing equivalent units (one electron alone or bound to a proton as hydrogen atom) are transferred from a reductant/reducing to an oxidant/oxidising chemical species. The most important REDOX reactions of biological interest are related to the transfer of two or one electron.
and the loss of negative charges (electrons), respectively (1, 15) (Figure 2).

Examples of two-electron transfer reactions can be taken from inorganic chemistry as well as from organic/biological chemistry (Figure 3). In this latter field, two-electron transfer pathways are an essential part of energy cell metabolism. Indeed the oxidation of organic substrates by nicotinic and flavinic coenzymes (NAD⁺ and FAD, deriving from B₃ and B₂ activated vitamins, respectively) during catabolic processes like Kreb’s cycle allows the transfer of couples of reducing units from carbohydrates, lipids and amino acids to molecular oxygen thus generating ATP in the mitochondrial respiratory chain (16). On the other side when the production of ATP is enough for cell need the excess of reducing equivalent couples is exploited in the pentose shunt to reduce NADP⁺ to NADPH⁺H⁺, i.e. the coenzyme that the cell requires for anabolic processes (e.g. biosynthesis of cholesterol and fatty acids). In other words two-electrons driven oxidative and reductive processes are closely related to catabolism and anabolism, respectively (16). On the contrary one-electron transfer reactions provide the molecular basis for biochemical pathways related to host defense, cell signalling and detoxification being such reactions linked to the metabolism of the so-called reactive species like reactive oxygen species (2) (Figure 3).

**REACTIVE OXIDISING/REDUCING CHEMICAL SPECIES. AN OVERVIEW.**

In their continuous movement around the nucleus, the electrons generates three-di-

---

**FIGURE 2.** Paradigmatic examples of REDOX reactions. A. Two-electron transfer reaction: copper (as rameic ion) works as oxidizing species by extracting two electrons from zinc (element); indeed its oxidation number shift from +2 to 0. B. One-electron transfer reaction: oxygen (as peroxide) works as oxidizing species by extracting one electron from chlorine (as chloride ion); indeed its oxidation number shift from -1 to -2.
dimensional areas of the space called orbitals; each orbital can contain a maximum of two electrons; the presence of one instead of two electrons in one or more external orbitals of an atom (alone or grouped, like a molecule) makes the correspondent chemical species unstable and therefore reactive; such reactivity pushes the chemical species to reach a condition of energetic stability where all the orbitals are filled by couples of electrons (1, 15).

In the most simply example, in order to become stable a reactive species can release such exceeding unpaired electron or extract a further electron from another chemical species: the reactive species is a reductant/reducing species in the first case, an oxidant/oxidising species in the second one (1, 15). For instance all the atoms of elements belonging to the first group of the Periodic Table (e. g. lithium, sodium and potassium) show the behavior of reactive reducing species due to their trend to release rather than extract one electron from another chemical species. In the opposite side of the Periodic Table all the atoms of elements belonging to the seventh group (e. g. fluorine, chlorine, bromine, and iodine) work as reactive oxidising species (ROS) because they trend to extract rather than release one electron to another chemical species.

In the chemical language the reactive
species containing one or more unpaired electrons are called free radicals or simply radicals (1, 15) (Figure 4). The radical nature of such reactive species is indicated i) in their symbol or formula by adding a dot in the upper right in the exponent position and ii) in their name by adding the suffix “-yl” (e.g. hydroxyl) (1, 15). A radical can be either an atom (e.g. the atom of hydrogen or oxygen) or a group of two or more atoms (e.g. the hydroxyl radical, HO) independently from its inorganic or organic nature (1, 15).

Noticeably a radical can act both as an oxidant either by a reducing depending on its chemical nature/environmental conditions. In both the cases its reactivity is a direct function of its reducing potential (the highest reactivity being associated to the highest negative values) and to its ratio volume/surface (the highest reactivity being associated to the highest ratios) (1). In other words both the behavior (oxidant/reducing) and the reactivity are not an intrinsic features of a radical in opposition to that widely reported in many papers: indeed many radicals of biological interest like tocopherol are relatively stable.

Furthermore the oxidising capacity – as the capacity to extract one electron from another chemical species – is a not an exclusive feature of radicals being shared also with other “oxidising” species like hydrogen peroxide or hypochlorous acid (1, 3) (Figure 2).

Therefore the “oxidising reactive species” is a wide class of chemical species showing or not at least one unpaired electron but sharing the ability in opportune conditions to extract one electron from another chemical.

**FIGURE 4.** Atoms and reactive chemical species. Instead of noble elements (e.g. neon) the atoms of most elements showing at least one unpaired electron are radical species with reducing or oxidant capacity (top); among oxidizing species are non-radical species, like hydrogen peroxide (bottom).
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species due to the presence in their context of a reactive atom of oxygen, carbon, nitrogen, sulfur or chlorine; on other words the so-called oxygen free radicals or reactive oxygen species are only a little part of all the known reactive oxidising species of biological interest. In a specular way we can easily identify also radical and non-radical reactive reducing species (see below).

**REACTIVE OXIDISING SPECIES, METABOLISM AND BIOLOGICAL ACTIONS.**

In living organisms reactive and other oxidising species are continuously and physiologically generated during the normal metabolism by means of two mechanisms: the first one is mediated by enzymes while the second one is triggered by physical agents or transition metals (Figure 5) (1).

The enzyme-mediated production of reactive oxidising species (ROS) is due to the activation of catalytic proteins that are located on the plasmamembrane, into the mitochondria, in the endoplasmic reticulum (microsomes), into the peroxisomes and in the cytosol (1, 3) (Figure 5).

A paradigmatic example of ROS production from plasmamembrane is provided by polymorphonuclear leukocytes (Figure 6) (17). In such model bacteria, endotoxins or antibodies trigger the so-called respiratory burst where the increased availability of NADPH+H+ from pentose cycle and oxygen from blood activates the enzyme NADPH oxidase; this latter reduces molecular oxygen to reactive superoxide anion that contributes to the bacteria damage or killing during the phagocytosis (17). On the other the activation of plasmamembrane

---

**FIGURE 5.** The generation of reactive oxidizing species (ROS) in biological systems. In living organisms ROS can be produced through enzymatic (left) or non-enzymatic ways (right).
lipooxygenase leads to the release of hydroperoxides that are potentially precursors of oxygen free radicals (see below, Fenton reaction). Such mechanisms are a relevant part of reactive processes (e. g. inflammation, pathological immunoreactions, and infectious diseases) (17).

Mitochondria are the primary metabolic source of ROS because in their “cristae” are located the respiratory chain enzymes responsible for oxidative phosphorylation (Figure 5, left side) (18). Indeed, the transfer of electrons ideally only results in the production of a molecule of water by means of the tetravalent reduction of molecular oxygen, thus generating superoxide anion and/or hydroxyl radical (univalent reduction) and/or hydrogen peroxide (bivalent reduction). Such physiological production of reactive oxygen species can increase after strenuous aerobic exercise and can reach pathological levels when metabolic rate increases (e. g. due to hyperthyroidism) (19).

In the smooth endoplasmic reticulum reactive species production occurs via cytochrome P₄₅₀, which is well known as the system that plays a major role in the detoxification processes (Figure 5, left side) (20). Cytochrome P₄₅₀ acts as an “immediate” donor chain enzymes and coenzymes (i. e. flavoproteins, ubiquinone, cytochromes etc.) directly to molecular oxygen, thus generating superoxide anion and/or hydroxyl radical (univalent reduction) and/or hydrogen peroxide (bivalent reduction).
of electrons in several hydroxilation reactions, such as the reactions that occurs into the hepatocytes in order to inactivate either hormones (e. g. steroids) or no-physiological compounds (xenobiotics, such as toxic agents, and hydrophobic drugs, that become more soluble and less toxic) (20). Cytochrome P450 is an heme protein that acts a “trait-d’union” between the NADPH(H+) (the source of electrons) and the substrate to be hydroxylated. In this very complex reaction an “hydroxylable” substrate (SH) reacts with the NADPH(H+) and molecular oxygen (O₂) to produce the correspondent hydroxylated compound (S-OH), together with NADP⁺ and H₂O (20).

Peroxisomes also produce free radicals. Indeed, inside these organelles fatty acids undergo a particular oxidative process that differs from the so-called oxidation (21). In the first step of such process, a flavoprotein extracts a couple of hydrogen atoms from a molecule of activated fatty acid (acyl-CoA). The two hydrogen atoms then are directly transferred to molecular oxygen, which is reduced to hydrogen peroxide (this latter is therefore inactivated by catalases because its toxicity) (21).

Remarkable amounts of reactive species are generated also by a number of other biochemical reactions into the cytosol, such as during the final steps of purine catabolism (AMP □ IMP □ inosine □ hypoxanthine □ xanthine □ uric acid) that is signed by the oxidation of hypoxanthine to xanthine and by the oxidation of xanthine to uric acid (Figure 5, left side). Both the reactions are catalyzed by xanthine dehydrogenase, a molybdenum enzyme (22). In some conditions, such as in the ischemia-reperfusion damage, xanthine dehydrogenase is converted to xanthine oxidase (may be by means of a calcium-dependent proteolitic cleavage). Xanthine oxidase, in turn, by utilizing as final “acceptor” directly molecular oxygen, generates not only hydrogen peroxide but also superoxide anion, by hypoxanthine and xanthine, respectively (2).

Other reactions which generates free radicals by enzymatic way are described in the biosynthesis of catecholamines (23).

Besides of the enzymatic way living cells can produce free radicals by means of physical or chemical agents (Figure 5, right side, top) (1, 3). The most common mechanism is the homolytic breakdown where the administration of energy breaks a covalent bond of the target molecule thus generating two distinct radical species both showing its unpaired electron. If the administered energy derives from a radiant source the breakdown is called photolysis while the administration of heat is responsible for pyrolysis. A biologically relevant example of homolytic breakdown is the water breakdown trigged either by X-ray (radiolysis) or UV-ray (photolysis) that generates a hydrogen atom and the hydroxyl.

However free radicals can be generated not only by homolytic cleavage but also by the interaction of some compounds (i. e. peroxides) with a transition metal in ionic form (e. g. iron or copper) (1, 3, 5) (Figure 5, right side, bottom). By means of this mechanism, for example, iron (Fe²⁺/Fe³⁺) or copper (Cu⁺/Cu²⁺) act as catalysts in a sequence of reduction-oxidation reactions to generate alkoxyl (RO.) and peroxyl (R–O–O.) radicals from peroxides (R–O–O–R). In the simplest case – firstly described by Fenton – a ferrous ion (Fe²⁺), by oxidizing itself to ferric ion (Fe³⁺), give its electron to a hydrogen peroxide molecule (H₂O₂), thus generating a free radical.
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( hydroxyl radical, H\(\cdot\) ) and an anion (oxydryl ion, OH\(^-\) ). In turns, ferric ion (Fe\(^{3+}\) ) is reduced – thus regenerating itself as all catalysts – to ferrous ion (Fe\(^{2+}\) ), by extracting an electron from a second molecule of hydrogen peroxide, that is broken in to a free radical (the perhydroxyl radical, HOO\(\cdot\) ), and a cation (an hydrogen ion, H\(^+\) ). Analogously, hydroperoxides also are broken, by means of the iron-mediated catalysis, in to alkoxyl (RO\(\cdot\) ) and hydroperoxy (ROO\(\cdot\) ) radicals.

Therefore it is clear that ROS are almost “forced” intermediates of cell metabolism. Since their production is close related to life, rightly ROS has been defined as “almost irreplaceable journey companions” to living cells.

The main action of ROS is to extract one electron to another chemical species. Such species can be any organic compound but generally speaking the preferential targets of oxidative processes are all molecules containing a double bond because the second bond is a relatively free couple of electrons (1, 3). On this basis a descendent scale of susceptibility to oxidation has been proposed for the most common biomolecules: unsaturated fatty acids, amino acids/proteins, nucleic acids and carbohydrates. Selective targets of oxidation are also reduced thiol groups (–SH) (e.g. from cysteine) that can be reversibly or irreversibly oxidized (9).

In any case by extracting one electron ROS can change not only the structure but also the function of the target biomolecule with final effects that can result positive, negative or apparently neutral, depending on the environmental conditions. By a physiological point of view such reactions being highly conserved during the evolution seems to have been planned to allow the adaptation of living organisms either to external or internal stressors (24). In other words exogenous and/or endogenous stimuli

**FIGURE 7.** The adaptive physiological role of reactive oxidizing species (ROS) in living organisms. *An example of adaptation to environmental changes in Plants (left side) and in Animals (right side).*
may trigger the production of ROS (among which the so called reactive oxygen species are only a small part) that activate/inhibit specific biochemical pathways inside the cells thus allowing them to face environmental changes. For instance plants can adapt to changing weather conditions thanks to the production of hydrogen peroxide and other ROS (25, 26) (Figure 7, left side). Similarly animals seems to exploit analogous mechanisms of adaptation by inducing reversible oxidative change of protein thiols thus modulating key processes involved in cell homeostasis and survival (Figure 7, right side) (8, 9); a specific example of ROS-mediated mechanism of adaptation is provided by the production of oxidants (e.g. hydrogen peroxide and hypochlorous acid) by inflammatory cells in order to protect the tissues against bacterial infections (Figure 6) (17). Another relevant example of physiological modulation by reactive oxidising species is provided by nitric oxide pathway (26, 27).

The generally low energy expenditure required, the fast and easy way of production, the high diffusibility, together with the very short half-life make really these mechanisms essential for survival especially in a context of autacoid modulation. The success of such mechanism is closely related to the efficacy of its restoring machinery. As with the neurotransmission mechanisms, where the mediator after acting must be destroyed or inactivated, even ROS must be neutralized, after having successfully reached their target molecules (25-27). For this reason, in the course of millions of years of evolution, the living species have developed, in parallel with the reactive oxidising species, a complex modulation system represented, commonly called “antioxidants” but that in fact act

FIGURE 8. The antioxidant network. The antioxidant network includes either enzymatic or non-enzymatic systems which main role is to modulate in a physiological way the activities and the functions of reactive oxidizing species. AO: antioxidants; GSH, glutathione; UA, uric acid; BB, bilirubin; LA, lipoic acid.
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as “physiological modulators” of oxidizing reactive species (28, 29).

Such antioxidants can be distinguished on the basis of their origin (exogenous and endogenous), their chemical nature (enzymatic and non-enzymatic) or by their solubility (hydrophilic and hydrophobic) (Figure 8) (1, 30). They include a number of enzymes (e.g. superoxide dismutase, catalase and peroxidase) and exogenous compounds (vitamins and vitamin-like antioxidant compounds, such as polyphenols, oligoelements, etc.) (1, 30). However, to better understand the pathogenesis and the therapy of oxidative stress (see below) it is useful to classify the oxidants by their modality of action: preventive antioxidants, radical scavengers, repair agents and adaptation agents. Specifically, preventive antioxidants include some agents that by means of several mechanisms, such as the chelation of transition metals, prevent the reactive oxidising species generation. Radical scavengers, that also act through several mechanisms, include either hydrophilic (e.g. ascorbate, uric acid, bilirubin, albumin) or hydrophobic compounds (e.g. carotenoids, tocopherols, ubiquinol). Repair agents include only enzymes that intervene after the establishment of ROS damage. Their action – often sequential – implicates first the identification and then the leaving of the oxidized molecular fragment and, finally, the synthesis and the insertion of a novel fragment instead of that damaged. Repair agents include hydrolases (e.g. glicosidases, lipases, and proteases), transferases and polymerases. All these enzymes are responsible for the repair of damage induced by free radicals on important cell compounds or structures (e.g. DNA, plasma membrane etc.). Finally, adaptation agents include all the compounds or techniques or procedures able to potentiate the physiological antioxidant system of a living organism. For example, a correct exercise or the adoption of an adequate and equilibrate diet have the potential of to control the oxidative metabolism by means of a reduction of the production of reactive species and the induction of antioxidant enzymes (31).

Antioxidant system is regularly distributed inside a living organism either at extracellular or intracellular level (28). In the extracellular compartment and, particularly, in the blood plasma, all the compounds potentially able to “give” a reducing equivalent (as hydrogen atoms or as electrons) “to satisfy” the “electron avidity” of free radicals constitute the antioxidant plasma barrier. This latter includes plasma proteins (e.g. albumin), bilirubin, uric acid, cholesterol and all the exogenous, dietary or pharmacological, antioxidants (e.g. ascorbate, tocopherol, polyphenols, bioflavonoids etc) (32-34). In this context, thiol compounds play a crucial role in ROS modulation (see below). Inside the cell the antioxidant defense system is well distributed in several compartments. Because the majority of free radicals are generated in lipid layers where are the enzymes necessary to catalyze the radical-producing reactions, the lipophilic antioxidants (i.e. ubiquinol, vitamin E, and beta-carotene) located in biomembranes constitute the first defense line against ROS. Later defense line includes the water-soluble vitamin C, several members of the vitamin B group, etc. (35).

The production of antioxidants can be also directly stimulated by ROS themselves as evidenced by Nrf-2 system that provide an excellent example of signal transduction whit the
The physiological modulation by the commonly called “antioxidants” is crucial because a ROS as opposed to a neurotransmitter (or a hormone), acting in a non-specific way, especially if in excess, can also involve molecules different from those targets like unsaturated fatty acids or nucleic acid (28). This can lead to irreversible oxidative reactions or to unwanted side effects potentially responsible for intracellular or extracellular damage (e.g. peroxidation of lipids, DNA mutations and so on) (1). To define these phenomena from the pathophysiological point of view the term “oxidative stress” has been coined (1, 10).

**FROM OXIDATIVE EU-STRESS TO OXIDATIVE DI-STRESS.**

Oxidative stress is often but improperly oxidants and antioxidants (1). However it is must be considered as a necessary mechanism of homeostasis like “emotional stress” (4). Indeed oxidative stress and emotional stress share many features and in some way the first one provides a solid biochemical basis for the second one (5-7). Furthermore it seems that the evolution of living organisms and their metabolic, energetic and reproductive changes during the last billion of years was driven by redox changes like (e.g. increased levels of oxygen in the atmosphere, increased level of cysteine in the proteome) according to a “redox code”, in turn based on the NAD/NADH and SH/S ratios (24). Therefore the so-called “oxidative stress” is by itself a “positive” adaptive mechanism, of course when it allows through an appropriate oxidation the living organism to successfully respond to an environmental...
FIGURE 10. From the emotional stress to the oxidative stress. Oxidative stress may provide some biochemical basis to the classical stress. Indeed antioxidant (AO) response to reactive oxidizing species (ROS) is conceptually overlapping to the stress response in all living organisms.

FIGURE 11. The novel paradigm of oxidative/reductive stress. Depending on the level of reactive oxidizing specie (ROS) and their lifespan living organism can react physiologically (eu-stress) or pathologically (di-stress).
change (stimulus or stressor) (Figure 10) (24). In this case we use the correct term of “eu-stress” that means “good or favourable stress”. However when the host’s biochemical system is not able to manage the radical chain triggered by the stimulus because the reactive species are in excess and/or the physiological systems of modulation are ineffective a condition of oxidative di-stress derives (Figure 11) (37).

The activation of polymorphonuclear leukocytes provides a clear example of oxidative di-stress (Figure 6) (38). Indeed in such cell the contact with bacteria or endotoxins or antibodies activates the enzyme NADPH oxidase that generates the superoxide anion. This latter in turn contributes to the bacteria destruction/killing thus supporting the physiological process of phagocytosis (see above). However superoxide anion can be harmful for leukocyte itself and/or for surrounding tissues so the cell activates the enzyme superoxide dismutase which role is to convert the superoxide anion to the less harmful hydrogen peroxide, finally responsible for bacteria killing. Because hydrogen peroxide too still can damage cells and tissues the leukocyte enables a second line of defence by activating the enzyme catalase that converts hydrogen peroxide to water; for other peroxides like lipoperoxides, which derive from fatty acid membrane oxidation, the leukocyte activates the enzyme glutathione peroxidase that converts such compounds to harmless organic alcohols. By means of such physiological mechanism – oxidative eu-stress – a stressor (e.g. a bacterium) triggers the production of ROS which after facing the “aggressor” are neutralised by the endogenous antioxidant systems. Unfortunately
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**FIGURE 12.** Oxidative stress is an emerging health risk factor. Oxidative stress is related not only to early aging but also to at least one hundred diseases most of them related to lifestyle (red).
if the bacterium is particularly aggressive and/or its load is high from one side and/or the enzymes responsible of ROS inactivation are defective the leukocyte try to dispose of the excess of hydrogen peroxide activating secondary metabolic pathways like the myeloperoxidase system. This latter converts hydrogen peroxide to the powerful oxidant hypochlorous acid that by oxidising every amine group can destroy potentially every cell and tissue. Moreover the unprocessed hydrogen peroxide can undergo to the so-called Fenton reaction this generating the most harmful ROS, i.e. the hydroxyl radical, that enhance the tissue damage of hypochlorous acid. By this complex mechanism a condition of oxidative eu-stress can switch to a condition of oxidative di-stress (37, 38). Human pathology shows many examples of such situation among which periodontitis is the most relevant (39, 40).

An additional example of oxidative di-stress is provided by the inactivation of nitric oxide to peroxynitrite by superoxide anion in cardiovascular diseases (41).

Oxidative di-stress or oxidative stress, as commonly indicated, is generally recognized to play a pathogenic role in early aging and in several inflammatory and/or degenerative diseases including atherosclerosis and hypertension (and their consequences, such as stroke...
and myocardial infarction), Alzheimer’s disease, Parkinson’s disease, and cancer (Figure 12) (42).

Oxidative stress is not a “disease” in the traditional sense of the word. It is the unwanted effect of a biochemical dysfunction related to redox systems. Therefore it can impact, often deceitfully, upon the onset and/or course of several basic diseases. As it is not a classical disease, oxidative stress does not exhibit a specific clinical picture but hides itself behind the symptoms and signs of the basic disease. Therefore, oxidative stress can be found only if the clinician refers the patient to specific biochemical tests (42, 43).

At long last, research now offers to health professionals the opportunity to identify and quantify many markers of oxidative stress which are currently used with the general purpose of preventing oxidative damage, diagnosing and monitoring oxidative stress, and evaluating the indications and effectiveness of antioxidant supple- ments and/or therapeutic interventions. Some of these markers have even been proposed as being predictive of disease (44-46). Their potential usefulness in aesthetic medicine and dermatology is increasing (47).

PATHOPHYSIOLOGY OF OXIDATIVE STRESS.

The impact of oxidative stress on the structure and the functions of cells can be ex- emplified by the peroxidative process (Figure 13) (1, 3, 5, 48, 49). In this pathophysiological model – due to exogenous stressors (physical chemical and biological agents) and/or to its metabolic activity (particularly into the plasma membrane, the mitochondria, the endoplasmic reticulum and citosol) – the cell starts to produce increasing amounts of free radicals, among which there is the very powerful hydroxyl radical (HO). After acting on its target molecules its excess is normally scavenged by vitamin E. However being one of the most potentially dangerous ROS, hydroxyl radicals can “hit” every kind of molecule (including carbohydrates, lipids, amino acids, peptides, proteins, nucleotides, nucleic acids and so on). As the consequence of this action, the hit molecule looses an electron and becomes, in turn, a radical. Therefore a radical chain reaction starts, leading – if molecular oxygen (by respiration) is present – to the generation of hydroperoxides. In normal conditions hydroperoxides are neutralised to organic alcohols by the enzyme glutathione peroxidase that glutathione as coenzyme and selenium as co-factor. Although hydroperoxides are relatively stable chemical species, they have the potential to generate again free radicals and to oxidize other molecular targets. For this reason hydroperoxides especially if in excess are partially released in the external environment, i.e. in the extracellular matrix and finally in the extracellular fluids, including blood, cerebrospinal fluid, pleural fluid and so on, in order to undergo their catabolism through extracellular glutathione peroxidase. When a condition of ischemia is induced due to prolonged vasoconstriction or partial thrombus, the reduced availability of oxygen inside the micro-circulation (hypoxia) compels the cell to activate anaerobic metabolism with the releasing into the small blood vessels of acidic metabolites, including lactate. The consequent lowering of pH may induce a conformational change of transition metal-carrier protein, including transferrin and ceruloplasmin. In turn, the low-pH induced conformational change of transferrin triggers
FIGURE 14. Pathophysiology of oxidative stress. Four different cellular mechanisms generate reactive oxidizing species (ROS) thus allowing identify four main pathophysiological and clinical patterns of oxidative stress in clinical practice. pO2, oxygen partial pressure.

The release from the carrier of iron, which finally acts as a catalyst in the so-called Fenton’s reaction, where hydroperoxides are broken into alkoxyl (RO) and hydroperoxyl (ROO) radicals. Both radicals if in excess and not adequately neutralised by the circulating antioxidant systems are able to oxidize either the endothelium surface or the circulating lipids and cholesterol, thus favouring the atherosclerosis. In any case, it is evident that hydroperoxides are not only the witnesses or markers of oxidative stress (due to their origin from the cell) but also potential amplifiers of the initial damage to the whole body (because their ability to circulate in the extracellular fluids). The inflammation of extracellular matrix can amplify tissue damage.

Keeping in mind this general model (Figure 13) a deeper analysis allows to recognize at least 4 pathophysiological patterns of oxidative stress on the basis of the main cell site involved in ROS production: oxidative stress by reactive changes of cell surface (plasmamembrane), oxidative stress by reduced efficacy of cellular respiration (mitochondria), oxidative stress by pharmaco-metabolic induction (microsomes), and oxidative stress by changes in the intracellular oxygen pressure (citosol) (Figure 14) (50).

Oxidative stress mainly related to reactive changes of cell surface is induced by the activation of plasmamembrane, where are several enzymatic activities which are able to generate ROS (17, 38). It is peculiar of reactive processes, such as infections (e. g. bacterial infections like in periodontitis) (39, 40) and inflammations (e. g. rheumatoid arthritis) (51).

Oxidative stress by reduced effectiveness of cell respiration is induced by an impair-
The unbalanced production of ROS (18) is related to an increased metabolic activity, as observed after strenuous exercise (52) or hypernutrition (53), as well as in thyroid hyperactivity (19). Alternatively, exaggerated amounts of ROS can be produced either by a primary disease of mitochondria or by the activation of a “vicious circle” (metabolic activation® ROS production by electronic shunt® mitochondrial dysfunction® reduced respiratory effectiveness® further production of ROS by electronic shunt) (54).

Oxidative stress by pharmaco-metabolic induction is associated to the activation of cytochrome P450 hydroxylation system which have a detoxifying function (20). This kind of oxidative stress is primarily related to alcohol abuse and to xenobiotics exposure. In this condition variably centered reactive species can be observed (e.g. the radical of acetaminophen, a common antipyretic drug) (55). Oral contraceptives also may stimulate ROS production (56).

Oxidative stress by intracellular pO2 changes is primarily related to ischemia-reperfusion damage and it can be observed in myocardial infarction, during surgical bypass and after transplantation (22). In such conditions xanthine oxidase activation seem to play an important role in the generation of hydrogen peroxide and superoxide anion, as above discussed.

In some cases oxidative stress can be related to multiple mechanisms. This happens after exposition to cigarette smoke, pollutants, ionizing or UV radiations, and toxic agents or
xenobiotics (1, 3, 5).

It is obvious that this outline is an oversimplification of the problem, because the biochemical situation in the cell and tissues is more complex and several mechanisms are concomitantly involved in oxidative tissue damage (50). Indeed, as above discussed about polymorphonuclear plasmamembrane and muscle mitochondria, in all the reactive conditions, such as the infections, some processes, e. g. the fever, are strictly related to an increased metabolic activity and, vice versa, chronic muscular efforts can induce tissue inflammation, responsible for skeletal muscle injuries. In other words it is not always possible to distinguish whether oxidative stress is induced only by a plasmamembrane activation or only by a reduced respiratory effectiveness. Moreover, in chronic muscular efforts oxidative tissue lesions are strictly related also to the ischemia-reperfusion damage, so that in such condition at least three mechanisms can be responsible for oxidative stress (i. e. reduced effectiveness of cell respiration, plasmamembrane activation and reduced intracellular pO₂) according to the schema above discussed. For these reasons is right to indicate the different kind of oxidative stress with term “mainly”, e. g. oxidative stress mainly induced by plasmamembrane activation. However, despite these limitations, such classification of oxidative stress is useful for the clinician in order to make a correct diagnosis and to orientate antioxidant therapy (50).

EVALUATION OF OXIDATIVE STRESS. THE EMERGING FIELD OF REDOXOMICS.

According to the generally accepted definition of oxidative stress given above, a dysfunction of the redox system due to the inability of antioxidants to modulate ROS activities inside or outside the cells may lead to the (per)oxidation of a number of biomolecules with generation of (per)oxidized by-products (e. g., hydroperoxides, chloramines, advanced glycosylation end products, isoprostanes, 8-hydroxy-deoxyguanosine) (57) (Figure 15). This may be followed by an increase in (per)oxidized by-products and/or a reduced concentration/activity of antioxidants either in tissues or extracellular fluids, which will represent the optimal specimens in which to evaluate the oxidative stress (57).

The first analytical approach therefore involves the direct measurement of the oxidant(s) in a biological specimen (57). This goal can be achieved by using electron spin resonance for radical ROS like hydroxyl or peroxyl radicals, or other photometric/fluorescent methods for non-radical OCS like hydrogen peroxide. When direct measurement of ROS is not possible, different methods, referred to as fingerprinting, must be applied. According to this approach, a radical is inferred from the molecular nature of the damage it causes to biological molecules. When the oxidative stress is great enough to overcome the antioxidant defense, ROS can theoretically damage every component of the cell, including lipids, amino acids, proteins, and nucleic acids, thus generating oxidized by-products (1, 57). These damaged molecules – or the products resulting from their breakdown – are the “fingerprinting” (57). In other words, oxidative damage is presumed to happen in vivo when it generates identifiable and quantifiable specific by-products in vitro. (57) These by-products are as-
FIGURE 16. Oxidative stress measurement. Oxidative unbalances can be detected by laboratory tests able to evaluate either the deficiency of reactive oxidizing species (ROS) or the impairment of antioxidant systems.

FIGURE 17. The novel field of redoxomics. Compared to classical “OMICS” REDOXOMICS appears as a novel multidisciplinary and transversal approach for health and diseases.
sumed to be biomarkers of oxidative status. Notably, some of these “biomarkers”, like hydroperoxides, can also act as “amplifiers” of oxidative damage, which underscores the importance of detecting these molecules in order to reduce not only the effect but also the cause of oxidative stress (57).

The evaluation of antioxidant defenses – which is apparently easier than the quantification of OCS – is generally possible by direct methods evaluating the activity of enzymes (e. g. superoxide dismutase, catalases and peroxidases) or water/lipid-soluble antioxidants (e. g. vitamin C and E) by means of photometry or fluorescence. For the evaluation of oxidant and antioxidant capacities, some tests provide a global idea of the oxidant or antioxidant status (e. g. d-ROMs test and Total Antioxidant Status, respectively), while others provide the quantification of a specific enzymatic activity or concentration (e. g. measurement of glutathione peroxidase activity or serum levels of tocopherols, respectively) (42, 57).

On this basis we chose to classify the most commonly available methods for oxidative stress assessment into two main categories: tests to evaluate the oxidative capacity/potential and tests to evaluate the antioxidant capacity/potential (Figure 16). In each category we can further distinguish, when adequate, direct from indirect methods and global from selective methods. Further classifications can be made depending on the biological source (e. g. plasma, exhaled breath, seminal fluids, and so on) (57).

In this scenario, the systematic evaluation in biological samples (tissues or fluids) of primary oxidant chemical species and their derivatives, like hydroperoxides, as well as the dosing of antioxidant compounds/activities, like selenium and glutathione peroxidase, respectively, are not a terminal “ring” in the diagnostic chain on informational flow in biological systems (DNA PROTEINS METABOLITES) but can take a “central” place compared to genomics, transcriptomics, proteomics and metabolomics (58-62). For this reason very recently we introduced the novel concept of “redoxomics” (a term previously and ambiguously used to identify only some oxidised by-products in the field of proteomics) (Figure 17) (63).

Redoxomics is a novel branch of “applied biochemistry” and “molecular diagnostics” having the following aims:
• to analyse the structure, the physiological role and the distribution of OCS and antioxidant systems in a living organism; • to identify the reciprocal interactions of oxidant and antioxidant systems – in the general flow of information – in a biological system (cell, tissue, organ, apparatus, system, whole organism) in a defined step of its development, in basic conditions as well as after potentially stressful stimuli;
• to evaluate the implications of these findings by the view-point of epidemiology, patophysiology, clinics, pharmacology and so on (64).

The ambitious goal of redoxomics (as well as for other “-omics” in other fields) is “to map” dynamically – by means of all the available and sophisticated analytical techniques, from electron spin resonance to imaging – the whole oxidative-antioxidant repertoire, i. e. the “redoxoma” of a living unit in different conditions. This “integrated” approach by allowing to monitor every qualitative/quantitative changes of oxidative balance can help the clinicians to find the optimal and the “personalized” solution to correct any eventual
abnormality of redox status associated to human or animal disease (65).

**THE MANAGEMENT OF OXIDATIVE STRESS IN CLINICAL PRACTICE.**

The starting point of oxidative stress management is always the clinical suspicion that is generated, in turn, by the knowledge of the problem. If the clinician doesn’t know oxidative stress he will not be able to formulate the correct questions aimed to evidence it. From this simple concept it becomes obvious the importance of the clinical history that will lead to search the existence of risk factors for oxidative stress, including age, physiological status (pregnancy, lactation, menopause), overweight/obesity, abnormal caloric intake, minerals and vitamins deficiency in the diet, alcohol abuse, cigarette smoke, inadequate exercise, psycho-emotional stress, significant exposure to UV radiations, significant exposure to electromagnetic radiations, significant exposure to environment pollutants, current intake of estrogen-progesterone combination (especially as contraceptive pill), current chemotherapy, current radiotherapy, current dialysis, current cortisone treatments and so on (1, 10, 57, 65).

---

**FIGURE 18.** An original algorithm for oxidative stress management. Depending on the results of oxidative stress evaluation done by measuring both total oxidant and total antioxidant capacity the clinician should try to identify the mechanism responsible of an eventual redox unbalance by means of specific laboratory tests, and then to play and monitor the treatment. For unrecognized oxidative stress an empirical approach is mandatory. O.S., oxidative stress; ESR, erythrocyte sedimentation rate; CRP, C-reactive protein; ASO, anti-streptolysin O; NOX, NADPH oxidase; BMI, body mass index; LDH, lactate dehydrogenase; T3, triiodothyronine; T4, tetraiodothyronine; TSH, thyroid stimulating hormone; HDL, high density lipoprotein; LDL, low density lipoprotein; oxLDL, oxidized low density lipoprotein (oxidized cholesterol); HCY, homocysteine; MTHF, methylene-tetrahydrofolate reductase; AST, aspartate transaminase; ALT, alanine transaminase; Cyt, cytochrome P450; AO, antioxidants; SOD, superoxide dismutase; GT, glutathione transferase; OMICS, genomics and other omics.
The task of the clinician will be easier where the patient suffers from a known disease. In fact the clinician will have to search only the current disease among the known diseases associated to the oxidative stress. On this subject, all the following conditions are generally associated to an oxidative imbalance: recent trauma, recent viral infection, recent bacterial infection, infectious disease from other agents, recent inflammatory non infective disease, thyroid hyper-function, arterial hypertension, clinical signs of atherosclerosis, dyslipidemia, complicated diabetes mellitus, liver dysfunction, neoplasms, malabsorption diseases, and so on (1, 65). In each of the above cases a careful clinical visit will confirm the suspicion of any eventual disregarded but hypothesized disease on the basis of the clinical history.

The first step of the clinical routine will end with the biochemical analysis of the oxidative stress by means of at least a couple of tests, the first one measuring the oxidant capacity (e.g. d-ROMs test) and the second one measuring the antioxidant capacity (e.g. Total Antioxidant Status) on a sample of blood serum or plasma. On the basis of the results the clinician will examine all possible combinations and will interpret each clinical situation (57).

In the evident case of oxidative stress (increased oxidant capacity and/or decreased antioxidant capacity test), on the model of a specific original algorithm, the clinician will try to identify the possible cause(s) and the relative mechanism(s) responsible for the impaired oxidative balance (Figure 18) (65). Practically the clinician should try to establish, with the aid of adequate laboratory/instrumental analyses (leukocytes count, ESV, CRP, AST, BMI, fat mass/muscle mass ratio, thyroid biomarkers, serum lipid pattern, homocysteine, tumour markers and so on) whether the main mechanism responsible is one or more of those proposed (inflammation, impairment of mitochondrial respiratory function, ischemia-reperfusion damage and pharmaco-metabolic induction) (17-22). On the basis of the prevalent mechanism, the clinician will be able to prescribe, in the single clinical case, a specific treatment able to reduce the increased oxidant capacity (causative or etiological therapy) and/or to strengthen the antioxidant defenses (supplementation) (57, 65).

The prevention and/or the treatment of the diseases associated with the oxidative stress requires, besides specific options depending on the prevalent involved mechanism, an integrated approach that Cooper (Dallas, Texas, US) defined some years ago as the “antioxidant revolution” (66). In such a context it is very important, after undergoing the tests, to ameliorate the life style, by adopting a healthy nutritional model like “Mediterranean Diet” or “Okinawan Diet” that include exercise, good social relationships and spiritual/meditation thinks (67, 68).

The American Guide Lines for Food Intake, some of which are followed by Oncologists for the prevention of tumors, clearly suggest take everyday from 5 to 8 portions of fruits and vegetables, preferably fresh and in season (69). However, some Researchers prefer to this “empiric” suggestion more objective criteria, like the one based on the ORAC score (70). This system is able to quantify the “in vitro” antioxidant capacity of all common fruits and vegetables in “Oxygen Radical Adsorbent Capacity” unities. For instance, 100 g of dried
prunes allows an intake of 5770 ORAC UNITS. Alternatively, the clinician can exploit the nutritional requirement found in RDA tables (recommended dietary allowances) and LARN tables (minimal levels of recommended nutrients), which vary depending on the geographic area, the age and the gender (71).

However, we cannot exclude that the level of food nutrients, as expected on the basis of the above tables, is exactly the real level of the same nutrients we take when we eat a fruit or a vegetable. Indeed, the impoverishment of the soil (due to abnormal exploitation of the soil itself, acidic rains, increasing desertification, pollution and so on), the often uncontrolled use of pesticides, the processes of refinement of vegetables, the processes of transformation, storage, and even the cooking of foods can variably affect the original, as described in the above tables, antioxidant content of fruits and vegetables (72). Therefore, as a precaution, many nutritionists today suggest the indiscriminate use of antioxidants. However, the use of antioxidant supplements should be limited only to the documented cases of oxidative stress, as biochemically detected by specific tests (67, 64, 73).

In this background, before suggesting any supplementation, every clinician should try to identify and to remove the possible cause responsible for the increased production of free radicals. In particular, reduced levels of antioxidant capacity suggest the real need of an antioxidant supplement and the clinicians should follow some general criteria, which take into account the chemical characteristics and the amount of the micronutrients to be proposed, the possible onset of unwanted side effects, the route of administration, the clinical conditions of the patient, the concomitant administration of other drugs and so on (73).

Generally speaking, the wide variety of oxidants responsible for oxidative stress and their ubiquitous distribution into the body implies the necessity to have a formula with a wide and complete spectrum of actions. Unfortunately a unique formula able to fit the above criteria is not available. Moreover because a unique antioxidant is only partially effective, it is indispensable that the clinician considers a cocktail of antioxidants, e.g. a formula containing multiple antioxidants with a wide range of activity (73). After stating that the combined antioxidants are more effective than one antioxidant alone, the main problem to be solved is the relative dosing.

Unfortunately, again, the opinions of researchers diverge one from another according to two main trends. The first one is the American opinion, according to which we should use a very large amount of antioxidants to prevent and to treat the oxidative stress, although this approach can be dangerous for our health (74). The second one, prevalent in Europe and conceptually linked to the homeopathy, suggests the use of low doses of supplements (75). After dosing has been established, the next major problem is the pharmaceutical formula. On this subject it has been established, that a fluid formula is more effective than a “solid” formula (e.g. tablets, powder and so on) (76). A specific role is also played by the route of administration: for instance many active principles taken by oral route can be neutralized or affected during transit to the bowel, where variable amounts are “sequestrated” by the liver, so that the “bio-availability” of the original supplement for other tissues/organs is reduced (76). This is
FIGURE 19. Oxidative stress and skin diseases: basic biochemical and cellular mechanisms. Physical, chemical and biological factors, including sun UV radiations, trigger the production of reactive oxidizing species (ROS), including the powerful hydroxyl radical (HO·), either in epidermis or in dermis layers, with different effects; the impairment of antioxidant modulation machinery can lead to oxidative intracellular and extracellular di-stress; this latter is responsible of DNA, lipid and protein damage, clinical outcomes (e. g. wrinkles) and ultimately to the release of oxidative stress biomarkers that can be analytically detected. ECM, extracellular matrix; PX, peroxisomes; XO, xanthine oxidase; Nrf-2, nuclear factor (erythroid-derived 2)-like 2; 8-OH-dG, 8-hydroxy-2′-deoxygenoguanosine; 2-NH₂-3-KBA, 2-amino-2-ketobutyrate; MMPs, matrix metalloproteinases; GSH, glutathione; βCA, β-carotene; SOD, superoxide dismutase; CAT, catalase; GPX, glutathione peroxidase; UCA, urocainic acid; BB, bilirubin; HE, heme.

FIGURE 20. Potential role of oxidative stress in the pathophysiology of wrinkles. Reactive oxidizing species (ROS) deriving from intrinsic as well as extrinsic age processes stimulate Mitogen Activated Protein Kinase (MAPK) pathway thus leading to extracellular matrix damage and wrinkles. JNK, c-Jun N-terminal kinases; protein 38, p38; ERK, extracellular regulated signal kinases; AP-1, activator protein 1; NF-κB, nuclear factor kB; MMPs, matrix metalloproteinases.
the case of the reduced glutathione (77). On the other hand some clinical conditions, such as celiac disease, by involving the small intestine can affect the absorption of micronutrients (78). In these cases the clinician should consider the parenteral route (e.g. intravenous or intramuscular route). More recently spray oral formulas for sublingual absorption have been developed (79). These spray formulas theoretically warrant a quick and easy gain of the circulating blood by the active principle, avoiding also transmission through the liver. In all the remaining cases when the intravenous route is not accepted or contra-indicated, the clinician should consider the administration of metabolic precursors of the antioxidant. For instance, the reduced glutathione is rapidly oxidised in the plasma and should be administered for intravenous route; in this case the clinician can consider the opportunity to administer some cysteine-enriched peptides able to reconstitute the glutathione into the cells (80). Independently of the effectiveness of the antioxidant formula, a crucial aspect to be considered is the eventual toxicity. Indeed some antioxidants, including the vitamin C, can exhibit oxidant properties (81) while other supplements such as carotenes can increase the risk of accumulation into the fat deposits, due to their affinity for lipids, and/or increase oxidative stress (82). Finally, when the patient presents some co-morbidities which require specific drugs, the clinician should consider the possible risk of the interaction between such drugs and the antioxidant supplements. This is the case of Ginkgo biloba extracts, which active principles can bind itself to the plasma protein and release anticoagulant in the blood, thus increasing the risk of haemorrhagic syndromes in a patient with thrombophilic conditions (83).

OXIDATIVE STRESS AND SKIN DISEASES.

The skin being the largest organ (1.5 to 2.0 square meters) of the integumentary systems acts not only as a protective wall but, rather, as a perm-selective two-ways interface between the body and the environment (84). By considering the flow of information and molecules from outside to inside, skin is sensitive to many environmental physical, chemical and biological stressors, and on behalf of neurological, endocrine and immune responses it allows our body to adapt to different conditions in order to maintain a right homeostasis (84). At a molecular level most of such responses are mediated by the redox system which dysfunction may cause or promote skin aging and/or carcinogenesis (Figure 19) (85). Indeed skin is one of the major targets of ROS attack since it is exposed to UV radiation and a variety of environmental pollutants, high pressure of molecular oxygen and, in addition, is rich in polyunsaturated fatty acids (86). A classical example of ROS-induced skin damage is provided by wrinkles which formation is representative of aging process where the decreased skin elasticity is associated to a degeneration of the extracellular matrix (Figure 20) (87).

Focusing on physical agents that are able to induce oxidative stress in the skin layers incident UV radiations – particularly UVB at 280–315 nm, and UVA at 315–400 nm – play the prominent role in the so-called skin photoaging (changes from other factors that contribute to aging, such as metabolic or hormonal, are termed “chronologic” or “intrinsic” aging) and cancer. It has been reported...
that UVB rays make up only 5% of the UV radiation that reaches the earth surface and have little penetrance, but they display great biological activity, while UVA rays make up the remaining 95% of incident light and is more penetrating, promoting photo aging and carcinogenesis (although to a lower extent than UVB). All the main effects of acute and chronic exposure to UV radiation – i.e. DNA damage, inflammation and immunosuppression – are directly and/or indirectly related to a dysfunction of redox systems that leads to an uncontrolled production of ROS mainly triggered by photolysis (see above) (86, 88).

The predominant redox-sensitive pathways activated by UV radiations are: i) the mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK), iii) the signal transduction and activation of transcription factor (JAK/STAT; iii) the nuclear factor-kappa beta (NF-κB)/p65; and iv) the nuclear factor erythroid 2-related factor 2 (Nrf2) (Figure 20) (86).

The activation of MAP kinase pathway, through the receptor tyrosine kinase, results in the activation of transcription factor activator protein-1 (AP-1) – that includes extracellular signal-regulated kinase 1/2 (ERK1/2), c-Jun-N-terminal kinase (JNK) and p38 proteins – with subsequent expression of matrix-metalloproteinases (MMPs); in turn JNK and p38 pathways play a major role in the UV radiation mediated increase in AP-1 and cyclooxygenase-2 (COX-2) expression, and are targets for chemoprevention of skin cancer.

Ultraviolet radiations through ROS stimulate also the NF-κB pathway which first step is the activation of cytoplasmic I-κB kinase; this latter phosphorylates and degrades I-κB, the inhibitor of NF-κB transcription factor; the release of NF-κB from its inhibitor (I-κB), results in the translocation of active NF-κB to the nucleus to activate the inflammatory cytokines and prostaglandins. Interestingly, the inhibition of NF-κB by use of antioxidants, proteasome inhibitors, prevention of IκB phosphorylation or expression of overactivated, mutant (IκB) may mitigate UV-induced damage.

Instead of NF-κB the transcription factor Nrf2 acts as a protective pathway. In its inactive form, such factor is a protein consisting of three subunits (Keap1, Cul3 and Nrf2). UV-induced ROS by removing Keap1 and Cul3 activates the factor that translocates from cytoplasm to the nucleus thus binding directly to DNA and stimulating the transcription of antioxidant-response element (ARE), that includes glutathione, glutathione transferase and so on. A down-regulation of Nrf2 and its target genes is associated to many diseases and cancers.

In any way UV-generated ROS are particularly harmful because promoting radical chain reactions they can destabilize and damage rapidly other biomolecules thus resulting finally responsible of membrane degradation, mitochondrial dysfunction, structural/functional changes in enzymatic activities, DNA damage and telomere shortening in all skin tissues especially in epidermis. Moreover UV-induced ROS participates in the three stages of carcinogenesis. During initiation, they produce genetic damage through direct effect on the DNA or by activating other factors. In the promotion stage, they favour the proliferation of malignant cells by inhibiting the mechanisms of immune controls and by promoting genomic instability. Finally, ROS also enhance progression and dissemination of cancers by promoting protease release and angiogenesis (see below) (84-87).

The UV-induced ROS production may
affect non only the epidermis but also dermis i.e. the connective layer of skin where are located together with a number of different cells (fibroblasts, macrophages, lymphocytes and so on) and lymphatic/blood vessels, the extracellular matrix (ECM) and their main components, including proteoglycans, collagen, elastin, and MPPs/elastases. Evidence shows that UV radiations cause a loss of elastin fibres and deplete the microfibrillar network in the epidermal-dermal layer and the dermis thus contributing to aberrant elastic fibers. Moreover UV as well as pollutants and aging processes may increase the physiological level of the proteolitic enzyme MPPs from epidermal keratinocytes, resulting in the fragmentation of collagen and elastin fibers, both responsible of ECM remodelling but also of cancer spreading (Figure 19) (84, 87).

In any way induced (e.g. UV, pollutants, virus, bacteria and so on), any dysfunction of the redox system through an excess of uncontrolled amounts of ROS may trigger or worse a variety of skin diseases including erythema, oedema, heat, pain, photo-allergic reactions, autoimmune diseases, porphyrias, psoriasis, neutrophilic disorders (e.g. acne/rosacea), and ischemia-reperfusion injuries.

Although the exact mechanism that links a dysfunction of the redox system to such disorders is still under investigation it seems that ROS, produced either directly or indirectly by polymorphonuclear leucocytes (PMNs) and macrophages into inflamed areas, may mediate the activation of various cell signalling pathways that initiate or promote many skin diseases.

In this scenario ROS may play a relevant role in the pathophysiology of rosacea, a chronic inflammatory skin disease affecting the...
central part of the face which main signs are erythema, telangiectasia, papules and pustules (89, 90). Evidence shows that the level of ROS in skin biopsy samples from rosacea patients is higher than in samples from healthy individuals. Moreover, bacteriostatic drugs showing ancillary anti-inflammatory properties, like tetracyclines, inhibit the production of ROS and pro-inflammatory cytokines and block MMPs activities. Furthermore photosensitized reactions may increase oxidative stress level thus stimulating sebaceous gland function and sebum secretion as well as peroxidative processes; for example, in acne vulgaris, a Gram-positive anaerobic bacterium forms co-proporphyrin which participates in type II reaction as a sensitizer, thus playing a key role in the inflammatory lesions of acne. As a whole such data are in agreement with the potential role of oxidative stress in the pathogenesis of rosacea/acne.

Oxidative stress may affect also the keratinization process and pigmentation. Keratinocytes adjacent to melanocytes induce melanogenesis by up-regulation of tyrosine gene in melanocytes. In turn, vitiligo, the skin diseases characterized by depigmentation, is caused by melanocyte degeneration by ROS (91). Despite a large body of knowledge on cell peroxidation and antioxidant mechanisms, the mechanisms of altered keratinization are not well known. In general, UV-induced inflammation in the skin exhibits generation of cytokines, alteration of expression of adhesion molecules and the loss of antigen function.

In recent years, a direct relationship be-

**FIGURE 22.** Possible role of oxidative stress in the pathophysiology of cellulite. *Extrinsic factors (e. g. as cigarette smoke, unbalanced diets and so on) as well as intrinsic factors (e. g. genetic predisposition, metabolic diseases, and so on) may trigger the production of reactive oxidizing species (ROS) by skin and subcutaneous tissues thus leading through changes in the physiology of fat tissue, blood/lymphatic vessels and extracellular matrix, to the typical clinical picture of cellulite (orange skin).*
between chronic, like atopic dermatitis (92), urticarial (93), and psoriasis (94), linked to the ROS formation, may arise in drug-induced photosensitivity.

Such knowledge has been provided the basis for the development of many photo-protective strategies aimed to prevent and/or repair the deleterious effect of UV radiation leading to photoaging and photocarcinogenesis (95). They include the direct blockade of UV photons or the counteracting of direct or indirect effects of UV radiation through DNA repair systems and antioxidants/anti-inflammatory supplements/drugs (Figure 21) (95).

**OXIDATIVE STRESS AND CELLULITE.**

Cellulite is a multifactorial disease affecting skin and subcutaneous tissues and often described by its appearance to that of the surface of an orange or an orange peel or with a look resembling cottage cheese look (96). It is most commonly found on the thighs and buttocks of women, but can also be seen in other areas, such as the abdomen, breasts, and arms. Despite numerous published works on this subject, the etiology as well as pathogenesis of cellulite still remains unknown and many hypotheses have been made over the time. However a recent review of the literature allowed to interpret cellulite as a chronic-inflammatory disease that derives from a process of *drifting in a like-visceral direction* of the morphological and functional properties of female gluteal-femoral adipose tissue (96). According to this hypothesis even in individuals with normal BMI, critical episodes, characterized by periods, albeit brief, of a calorie intake increase too fast.

---

**FIGURE 23.** The emerging field of Regenerative Medicine. *Regenerative Medicine deals with the process of replacing, engineering or regenerating human cells, tissues or organs to restore or establish normal function. Reactive oxidising species may play a relevant role.*

[Diagram of Regenerative Medicine]
and intense to allow carry out of a sufficient hyperplastic response, could compel the gluteal-femoral adipocytes to annex the lipid material through a growth of cell size, capable of triggering hypoxic conditions (96). In turn hypoxia would realize, in subcutaneous tissue, a complex process of tissue remodelling, characterized (as it happens in visceral fat), by the infiltration of macrophages and by a slight new collagen apposition around adipocyte clusters. Due to the activation of this very complex network of inter-cellular signalling, in which the fat cells and their dysfunction would play a central role, women affected by cellulite would present, in lower body fat, inflammatory phenomena similar to those typical of visceral adipose tissue in obese subjects (96). In this background the very close relationships between hypoxia, inflammation and oxidative stress make reasonable a direct involvement of redoxoma in the pathophysiology of oxidative stress (Figure 22). Indeed cellulite was shown to be associated to increased levels of biomarkers of oxidative stress (97) that decreased by combining medical treatment with antioxidant supplementation (98, 99).

OXIDATIVE STRESS AND REGENERATIVE MEDICINE.

Regenerative medicine is a branch of translational research in tissue engineering and molecular biology that deals with the “process of replacing, engineering or regenerating human cells, tissues or organs to restore or establish normal function” (Figure 23) (100, 101). This field holds the promise of engineering damaged tissues and organs via stimulating the body’s own repair mechanisms to functionally heal previously irreparable tissues or organs (100). Regenerative medicine also includes the possibility of growing tissues and organs in the laboratory and safely to implant them when the body cannot heal itself. If a regenerated organ’s cells would be derived from the patient’s own tissue or cells, this would potentially solve the problem of the shortage of organs available for donation, and the problem of organ transplant rejection (100, 101).

Inflammation play a relevant role in tissue regeneration as evidenced by studies aimed to promote bone regeneration in the craniofacial bone system (102). Most of these interventions utilize implantable materials or devices. Infections resulting from colonization of these implants may result in local tissue destruction in a manner analogous to periodontitis. This destruction is mediated via the expression of various inflammatory mediators and tissue-destructive enzymes. Given the well-documented association among microbial biofilms, inflammatory mediators, and tissue destruction, it seems reasonable to assume that inflammation may interfere with bone healing and regeneration. Paradoxically, recent evidence also suggests that the presence of certain pro-inflammatory mediators is actually required for bone healing. Bone injury (e.g., subsequent to a fracture or surgical intervention) is followed by a cascade of events, some of which are dependent upon the presence of pro-inflammatory mediators. If inflammation resolves promptly, then proper bone healing may occur. However, if inflammation persists (which might occur in the presence of an infected implant or graft material), then the continued inflammatory response may result in suboptimal bone formation. Thus, the effect of a given me-
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Diatom is dependent upon the temporal context in which it is expressed. Better understanding of this temporal sequence may be used to optimize regenerative outcomes (102).

Due to the close relationships between inflammation and oxidative stress (38) it can be assumed that redox system too can modulate regenerative processes starting from the wound healing (103). This latter has been shown to require a fine modulation of ROS. A balanced ROS response will debride and disinfect a tissue and stimulate healthy tissue turnover; suppressed ROS will result in infection and an elevation in ROS will destroy otherwise healthy stromal tissue (104). Therefore understanding and anticipating the ROS niche within a tissue will greatly enhance the potential to exogenously augment and manipulate healing. On such basis modern tissue engineering solutions to augment successful healing and remodelling of wounded or diseased tissue rely on a controlled balance between the constructive and destructive capacity of the leukocyte secretome, including ROS (105–107). Leukocyte derived ROS in tissue repair can be also a target of surgical intervention with inclusion of a biomaterial.

In this scenario the selection of predictive biomarker of oxidative stress for implant success is a critical point. In dental models nitric oxide, myeloperoxidase, 8-hydroxydeoxyguanosine, ROS from polymorphonuclear leukocytes and total antioxidant capacity showed very promising (108–112).

The evaluation of such biomarkers can be useful also in order to predict the success of platelet-rich plasma procedure (PRP): in fact abnormal levels of oxidative stress biomarkers...
were found in smokers-derived PRP; unfortunately antioxidant like resveratrol may reduce platelet activation ex vivo. (113–114).

On the other hand many trials are in progress in order to modify the surface of some biomaterial through redox changes aimed to improve antioxidant power; for instance anodically oxidised titanium was shown to exhibit osteogenic and antioxidant properties (115) while N-acetylcysteine-loaded titanium nanotubes was able to enhance osteointegration (116).

The latest new derives form studies on ROS-responsive biomaterials (Figure 24) (117). Such “stimuli-sensitive” biomaterials appear as a new therapeutic approach to interact with dynamic physiological conditions. Because ROS are often overproduced locally in diseased cells and tissues, and they individually and synchronously contribute to many of the abnormalities associated with local pathogenesis, the advantages of developing ROS-responsive materials extend beyond site-specific targeting of therapeutic delivery, and potentially include navigating, sensing, and repairing the cellular damages via programmed changes in material properties. The mechanism and development of biomaterials with ROS-induced solubility switch or degradation, as well as their performance and potential for future biomedical applications are emerging areas of research (117–123). For instance a ROS-degradable poly(thioketal)-uretane tissue engineering scaffolds showed significant advantages over analogous polyester-based biomaterials and provided a robust, cell-degradable substrate for guiding new tissue formation (124). Moreover nanofiber membranes loaded with epigallocatechin-3-O-gallate (125) was able to prevent postsurgical adhesions while a vanillin-scaffold reduced inflammatory response and enhanced extracellular matrix formation (127).

**CONCLUDING REMARKS**

Reactive oxidising species play a crucial role in the maintenance and in the promotion of wellness of all tissues and organs including skin and subcutaneous being related to all basic processes of life i.e. the flow energy and information. Their activities are under the control of a network of physiological modulators – often but improperly called antioxidants – that prevents the unwanted side effects of a disturbed oxidative balance. Indeed oxidative stress – an emerging health risk factor – is co-responsible not only of early aging but also of at least one hundred diseases including cardiovascular diseases, neurodegenerative disorders and cancer. Oxidative stress is also involved in the pathophysiology of aesthetic as well as dermatological diseases like photo-aging, wrinkles, and cellulite. Unfortunately oxidative stress does not show any specific clinical picture but can be diagnosed only by means of specific biochemical tests on biological fluids. This approach led to the development of new branch of applied biochemistry and molecular diagnostics called Redoxomics. On the basis of a Redoxomics profile the clinicians as well as the surgeons can identify early this new health risk factor and to fight it by using not only more properly the conventional strategies but also new approach based on lifestyle changes (127), nutraceuticals (73), biocompatible biomaterials (e.g. threads) (128, 129), gases (e.g. oxygen infusion/propulsion, carboxy therapy, ozone therapy) (130) which
action mode is related to ROS. Indeed the maintenance of an optimal oxidative balance is becoming one of the true pre-requisite “to be beautiful on the outside and on the inside”.
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